
The SEVEN KEY UNIVERSAL RUNES

Introduction

The Universal Runes are a gift from the universe, which you can relate to. They describe universal

energies, whose expressions pre-date the I-Ching and have evolved over time. Yet they also describe

what each rune means to the individual. The combination of both universal and individual meanings

provides insight into the relationship of each of us to the universe, and how to better comprehend

ourselves. These magnificent energies, which have operated throughout time, also work within each of

us.

We can, through the “magic” of selecting a Universal Rune for guidance, come into a deeper

understanding of our own energies, and how we connect with the energies of the cosmos. The Universal

Runes reveal universal energies to us inform in which we can recognize ourselves, and they are

surprisingly practical.

These Runes were first presented to mankind by the Seraph Julian, in a book written in 1984, and then

conveyed in a workshop in California in 1985. In this workshop, Julian explained that the Universal Runes

were being presented at the inflection point in time, in which the energies of the new Age of Aquarius

fully took over from the residual Piscean Age energies. This re-presentation of the appropriately evolved

Universal Runes, at the changing of an Age, has apparently been done since humanity could first receive

them. Julian presented them in 1985 as impersonal, universal guides to help understand impersonal

issues outside the realm of daily life questions. For more personal questions, Julian referred us back to

the traditional Runes, as presented in Ralph Blum’s superb “The Book of Runes,” which Julian also did

workshops on. We have found that the individual meanings of the Universal Rune weave a useful pattern

of guidance when used in combination with the traditional Runes.

For all the Universal Runes source materials:
Authors: Rev. June K. Burke & the Seraph Julian.
Copyright © 1985, 2018 Saul Srour. All rights reserved.



THE KEY RUNES

The seven Key Runes are given in the order in which they represent evolution and the process of

manifestation in action. They are:

DAHZ Movement of transformation

NUUH Breaking of the untouchability

DAAL Creative release

BEL Conception and ideas

HOAM Balance maintained

LHLA Completion

AUM The yet to be

DAHZ is the movement of transformation. It creates the altered energies that permit NUUH to work.

NUUH is the breaking of stagnant energy that is pure potential, which enables movement toward new

beginnings. The new beginnings come through creative release, which is DAAL. The creative release gives

birth to BEL, which is concept and idea. When concept and idea are maintained through balance, HOAM,

movement is toward completion, or manifestation, which is LHLA. The fulfillment of that

manifestation, or completion, lets man realize and trust the unknown future, the AUM, the yet to be.

This, in turn, moves toward transformation movement in the void, which creates the altered energy that

permits the breaking enabling creative release, concept, and idea, balance maintenance, and once again,

completion. Thus, the evolutionary process is shown in microscopic form.

It must be understood that wherever the Key Runes fall, there is an additional energy, an additional

thrust, vibration, and rhythm brought to the question at hand. Wherever a Key Rune falls, there

falls the power of evolution and change. They are very powerful. They are energies that can help man

make the necessary steps to his own goals and to his universe's evolution. They are powerful energy

forces that initiate in man the cycle of change. From the creative release is born the idea which, through

balance and maintained energy, is brought to completion. The fulfillment of completion lets man realize

and trust the unknown future, the "yet to be." He trusts that, again, the creative force will release new

and wonderful things that are within his power to achieve through his own effort.

DAHZ (Ahz): The Magician, Transformation

Glyph: The very glyph of this rune is movement in form. The form is invisible as the void

is invisible. The shape and form of this rune suggest spermatozoon, but, in reality, it is

the movement within the force itself, so it is the first movement toward being other

than non-being.



Universally: This is the rune of the power of changing elements. It represents, universally, the

transformation powers. DAHZ is the force behind altered energies that bring forth, through a series of

transformations, materialization.

Individually: Where DAHZ appears, the ability to use the inner energies, which are not quite visible, to

achieve outer realization and manifestation occurs.

Reversed: There is no reverse position for this rune. Wherever it is shown, something old is giving way

toward something new.

NUUH (Uh): Break, Sever, Cut

Glyph: This blade-like glyph shows a sharpness and an ability to cut, to sever, and to

break.

Universally: The energy behind NUUH is knife-like. It affords an opportunity to break

energy that binds. It is always an initial step to a new beginning and change.

Individually: It is a chance to break old habits and redirect the life. It must be

understood that it is a surgery performed in energy. It is the ability to be released from that which has

held you back. This rune can be the rebirth, or the instigation, of the reality of you.

Reversed: There is no reverse position for this rune.

DAAL (Aal): Creative Release

Glyph: The symbol itself is that of a starburst. It is a letting out of energy. From one

vortex many points proceeding outward. It is a rune of creative release.

Universally: This rune represents the universal movement of creative thought and action

through time. The universal forces have begun to create from divine understanding, and

it will manifest at its perfect point in time.

Individually: The creative energies are activated, or elevated, permitting a new expression of the self.

The Key Rune, DAAL, is a positive expression wherever it appears. It moves to release new energies and

new concepts.



BEL (El): Conception, Ideas, Beginnings

Glyph: Represents “As above, so below.” The balance that creates a smooth flow within

the universe, permitting it to be directed to the material plane.

Universally: The Universal Rune BEL shows the inner movements of all things. It

represents the energy merger that permits new beginnings and new concepts to be born.

The ether and space merge with the elements to create all things.

Individually: It represents beginnings of a physical nature. It can denote a physical birth or the birth of a

new idea in life.

Reversed: There is no reversal for this rune, as it is a Key Rune to change and always represents fresh

starts and merger.

HOAM (Hoa): Balanced Maintained

Glyph: The two horizontal, parallel lines of this symbol represent balance maintained.

Universally: HOAM is the universal energies in perfect balance. It is a Key Rune to the

future. All the universe’s energies are working together. The elements and the ether are

merged in a harmonic to create peace.

Individually: It creates the energy of realized peace, inner awareness and release of

man’s fears. Peaceful attitudes become easier. Where it falls, peace begins through balance.

Reversed: There is no reverse position for this rune.

LHLA (Lha): Completion, Finished works

Glyph: This glyph has a rhythm. It is also a stairway. Therefore, it is stepping forth,

growing, moving upward in your own rhythm and pattern.

Universally: This is an energy of sustaining force. It maintains rhythms in time and space

which assist in the proper culmination of any change within the universal pattern.



Individually: Where LHLA falls, it is the energy of the inner clock for that person. It creates urges for

change and the initiation of change at the time that is right for that person's rhythm and growth

patterns.

Reversed: There is no reversal of this rune. It always deals with rhythm, time, and change.

AUM (OhUm): The Yet to Be

The Universal Rune AUM represents the yet to be. This circle represents the energies yet

unfolding, the movement in the void. This Key Rune indicates changes that are in

movement only in the ether and not yet to be seen. Divine power rules and time will

reveal its plan.

There is no reversed position of this rune.

Julian A�rmation
God is the source of all supply. He answers my every need.

I become a flow of energy in a moving force.

I know no beginning and no end.

I am an instrument of peace and wholeness.

It flows from me, from my voice, and from my eyes.

It flows through me, from my heart and from my touch.

It flows. A never-ending source of peace.

For that is who I am. So be it.


